
Living Spaces Partners with HGTV Stars and Entrepreneurs Drew and Jonathan Scott to Launch 

Exclusive Furniture Collection  

Drew & Jonathan Collection Inspired by Family and Diverse Southern California Landscape 

LA MIRADA, Calif., April 11, 2022 — Today, California-based home furnishings retailer, Living Spaces, 

announces the launch of a new exclusive furniture collection with HGTV home design-renovation experts 

and entrepreneurs, Drew and Jonathan Scott. Casual and elegant, the debut Drew & Jonathan collection 

is inspired by family — the brothers’ own family, as well as families they’ve helped throughout their 

careers.  

From case goods and rugs to sectionals and dining sets, this 90-piece family-centric line aligns beautifully 

with Living Spaces’ dedication to an exceptional level of taste, sophistication, and quality at an incredible 

value. The Scott brothers draw from deep experience as a trusted resource to families who have invited 

them into their homes and a profound ability to elevate the way a home looks and feels.   

“Drew and Jonathan’s designs are the perfect blend of practicality and personality,” says Living Spaces 

CEO Grover Geiselman. “This timeless collection possesses tremendous style, comfort and quality, and 

perhaps most importantly, it delivers the Scott brothers’ signature wow factor.”   

Drawing inspiration from the Southern California landscape — from art-deco movie theaters to the San 

Gabriel Mountains — Drew and Jonathan’s designs lend modern style to a classic line at an affordable 

price point. 

Highlights include: 

• “Old Hollywood-Inspired” Staples – The art deco inspired pieces of the Palladium collection 

exude glamour, through the Eastern King Shelter Upholstered Bed ($1395), Dining Table ($950), 

Sideboard ($1095), and more. The Irvine Nesting Coffee Table ($895) is a sleek and simple 

pairing to the Marmont Leather Sofa ($1,495). 

• “Laid-Back California” Must-Haves – The new collection features casual, coastal bedroom, 

living, and dining room sets through the Westridge collection. For a restful bedroom retreat, Drew 

and Jonathan created the Westridge Eastern King Panel Bed ($1095), Gentlemen’s Chest 

($1595) and more. For living and dining rooms, the Westridge collection features the same 

quartered oak veneer in a 6pc Dining Set ($1995), Bar Cart ($495) and more for all your 

entertaining needs.  

• Accent Chairs –The Alta Chalk Accent Chair ($895) and Holden Grey Accent Chair ($795) are 

the perfect additions to any room to add character and unmatched comfort. 

• Rugs + Art Prints – For the finishing touches to your space, the Drew and Jonathan for Living 

Spaces collection features a wide range of art prints and 10 exclusive rug designs in a variety of 

sizes, including the Caliente Dim Grey Rug ($595-$1,495)  

“We are very proud of this collection, which is inspired by the rich and diverse landscape of Southern 

California where we call home,” says Drew Scott. “The look and feel of this collection reflect our beautiful 

surroundings, ranging from the tranquil coast to the striking mountains and to the vibrant art deco 

architecture downtown that evokes old Hollywood glamour. Your home should be a representation of you 

and what you love, and our collection will enhance your home with quality designs with lasting style.” 

Function, of course, does not overshadow form. For example, the Culver Sectional’s black nickel-finished 

legs lend a sleek look to a remarkably cushy sofa. In terms of versatility, the velvety Falcon Chair rivals 

the sectional. “It’s the best chair for reading, watching a movie, or even late-night chats with loved ones,'' 

says Jonathan Scott. “It encourages relaxation, which we’re all for. Our comfortable and functional 

collection balances stylish design with a warm and inviting look for everyone to enjoy.” 

https://c212.net/c/link/?t=0&l=en&o=2919626-1&h=980767084&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.livingspaces.com%2F&a=Living+Spaces
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-palladium-eastern-king-shelter-upholstered-bed-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276285
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-palladium-dining-table-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276217?query=276217
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-palladium-sideboard-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276221?query=276221
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-palladium-cocktail-table-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276231?query=276231
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-marmont-navy-leather-sofa-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276937
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-westridge-eastern-king-panel-bed-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276289?query=276289
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-westridge-gentlemans-chest-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276274?query=276274
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-westridge-6-piece-dining-set-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276224
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-westridge-wood-bar-cart-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276240?query=276240
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-alta-ivory-leather-accent-chair-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276459
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-holden-sky-accent-chair-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276467
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-rug-8x11-caliente-dim-grey-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-287342
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-culver-2-piece-sectional-with-right-arm-facing-chaise-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276535
https://www.livingspaces.com/pdp-falcon-channeled-swivel-chair-by-drew-jonathan-for-living-spaces-276466


Shaped by family experience, the entire collection exudes a welcoming sense of spaciousness and 

inclusion. According to the Scott brothers, the opportunity to join forces with Living Spaces is a way to 

help families across the country create joyous gathering places in their own homes. As Jonathan Scott 

puts it, “Drew & Jonathan for Living Spaces is an invitation for the whole family to join in.”  

The Drew & Jonathan for Living Spaces collection is available at all Living Spaces stores, and online with 

free shipping nationwide at livingspaces.com/inspiration/celebrity-designer/drew-and-jonathan. 

About Living Spaces 

Established in 2003 and headquartered in La Mirada, California, Living Spaces is the leading West Coast 

home furnishings retailer offering an unmatched selection of indoor and outdoor furniture, décor, lighting, 

art and one-of-a-kind pieces at affordable price-points. Living Spaces designs and manufactures a wide 

assortment of exclusive products that are available online and in-store. For more information, please visit 

www.livingspaces.com 

About Drew & Jonathan™  

Drew & Jonathan™ designs create the spaces and places that encourage everyone to enjoy each other’s 

company. The brand is founded by multi-faceted entrepreneurs, designers, best-selling authors and twin 

television personalities, Drew and Jonathan Scott.  The scott brothers are also co-founders of Scott 

Brothers Global, which includes Drew & Jonathan Home, Scott Living by Drew & Jonathan, and the 

award-winning media company, Scott Brothers Entertainment. The Scott brothers are hosts of several 

top-rated HGTV series including the Emmy-nominated Property Brothers: Forever Home, Brother vs. 

Brother, and Celebrity IOU. For more information, please visit DrewandJonathan.com. 
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